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We introduce a class of multivariate dispersion models suitable as error distribu-
tions for generalized linear models with multivariate non-normal responses. The
models preserve some of the main properties of the multivariate normal distribu-
tion, and include the elliptically contoured distributions and certain other known
distributions as special cases. We give explicit methods for constructing multivariate
proper dispersion models. This is exemplified by constructing multivariate gamma,
Laplace, hyperbola, and von Mises distributions. � 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

The multivariate normal distribution occupies a central position in mul-
tivariate analysis of continuous data, and much multivariate distribution
theory is directed towards creating alternatives to the multivariate normal
for skewed or otherwise non-normal data, while preserving some of its
main properties. Some early work on bivariate distributions was reviewed
by Mardia (1970), and the multivariate case was reviewed by Johnson and
Kotz (1972) and Jensen (1985). Other examples of non-normal multi-
variate distributions include the elliptically contoured distributions (Fang,
1997) and the multivariate hyperbolic distributions (Barndorff-Nielsen and
Bl$sild, 1987). An extensive introduction to the construction of multi-
variate models with various types of dependence structures was given by
Joe (1997).

Our main concern here is with suitable distributions for generalized
linear models with a multivariate response vector. A step in this direction
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was taken by Liang and Zeger (1986), who introduced the generalized
estimating equation approach, suitable for multivariate or longitudinal
data with exponential dispersion model marginals. In this approach the
joint distribution is not specified, except for second moments, and Liang
and Zeger de-emphasize the role of the joint distribution. In fact, it is not
clear wether a full multivariate distribution with the given moments and
marginals exists. The generalized estimating equation method was extended
by Artes and Jo% rgensen (1998) to the case of dispersion model margins
(Jo% rgensen, 1997b).

We introduce a new class of multivariate dispersion models suitable as
error distributions for multivariate generalized linear models. Rather than
requiring specific moments or marginals, our definition is geared towards
good statistical properties. Our ultimate goal is to generalize the many classical
multivariate techniques such as Hotelling's T 2, multivariate regression,
MANOVA, and so on. In the present paper we introduce the multivariate
dispersion models and consider some examples, whereas details regarding
the statistical properties will be published elsewhere.

Multivariate dispersion models are defined in Section 2 and a geometric
method for their construction is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4 we
construct multivariate proper dispersion models from univariate ones; in
particular, we introduce a multivariate gamma distribution. Statistical
properties are discussed briefly in Section 5. We introduce further examples
in Section 6 and end with some further discussion in Section 7.

2. DEFINITION OF MULTIVARIATE DISPERSION MODELS

Our starting point is a univariate dispersion model (Jo% rgensen, 1997b),
which is a family of distributions with probability density functions on R
(with respect to a given measure) of the form

f ( y; +, _2)=a( y; _2) exp {&
1

2_2 d( y; +)= , (1.1)

for suitable functions a and d, where the position parameter + varies in 0
(an open interval), and the dispersion parameter _2 is positive. We denote
(1.1) by DM(+, _2).

The function d is assumed to be a unit deviance, that is, it satisfies
d( y; +)>0 for y{+ and d(+; +)=0 for + # 0. In this sense d represents a
kind of squared distance, and more specifically, d is a generalization of the
Kullback�Leibler information divergence. Note that &d is a yoke in the
sense of Bl$sild (1987). If the function a( y; _2) factorizes as (_2) b( y), say,
we call (1.1) a proper dispersion model. The gamma, inverse Gaussian, and
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normal distributions are proper dispersion models, the normal distribution
corresponding to the case where d is squared Euclidean distance.

The natural setting for many types of continuous multivariate data is a
general smooth manifold, although there is little loss of generality in con-
sidering the sample space to be an open subset of R p, since most of our
considerations are local. In the simplest case a multivariate dispersion model
is defined by the following probability density function on R p,

f ( y; +, 7)=a( y; 7) exp[& 1
2 t�( y; +) 7&1t( y; +)]

=a( y; 7) exp[&1
2 tr[7&1t( y; +) t�( y; +)]], (1.2)

where + # 0 (an open region in R p), 7 is a symmetric positive-definite p_p
matrix and t( y; +) is a suitably defined vector of residuals satisfying
t(+; +)=0 for + # 0. The parameters +, called the position vector, and 7,
called the dispersion matrix, may be interpreted as an analogues of respec-
tively the mean vector and the variance-covariance matrix of the multi-
variate normal distribution. If a( y; 7) factorizes as a( y; 7) b( y), we call
(1.2) a multivariate proper dispersion model. The multivariate normal dis-
tribution is obtained for t( y; +)= y&+ and a( y; 7)=a(7)=(2?)&p�2

[det(7)]&1�2. As another example, we define the multivariate Laplace
distribution by the following density with respect to Lebesgue measure
on R p,

f ( y; +, 7)=a(7) exp[& 1
2 t �( y&+) 7&1t( y&+)],

where a(7) is a normalizing constant, t is defined by

t( y&+)=(\- | y1&m1|, ..., \- | yp&+p | )�, (1.3)

and \=sgn( yj&+j) denotes the sign of y j&+j for each j. Note that when
the dispersion matrix 7 is diagonal, the components of Y follow independent
univariate Laplace distributions. The multivariate Laplace distribution may
be useful for robust analysis of multivariate data. Many other similar
examples may be constructed by using functions of the form t( y; +)=
t( y&+).

To generalize (1.2) further, we proceed as follows. Let Y denote a
smooth C� manifold of dimension p; cf. doCarmo (1979). Consider the
probability density function

f ( y; +, $, 4)=a( y; $, 4) exp[&1
2$c[(4, T( y; +))]] (1.4)

for y, + # Y, $ # R+ , where a and c are suitable functions, with c increasing
and c(0)=0, c$(0)>0. We assume that T: Y_Y [ V is a (generalized
positive) yoke, in the sense that (V, <, +) is an ordered real vector space,
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( } , } ) is a suitable inner product on V, 4 # V*, the dual of V, and T
satisfies

T( y; y)=0, T( y; +)�0 (1.5)

and T( y; +){0 for +{ y. The parameter 4 is the analogue of the precision
(inverse variance) of the multivariate normal distribution. Here and in the
following, we use 4 rather than 7&1 in the notation, and a is now a func-
tion of 4 rather than 7 and so on. We still refer to (1.4) as a multivariate
dispersion model, and the model is called proper if a factorizes as
a( y; $; 4)=a($, 4) b( y) for suitable a and b.

Of special interest is the case where

(4, T( y; +))=tr[4T( y; +)], (1.6)

and V=Sp , the space of p_p symmetric matrices, with the Lo� wner order-
ing A�B if and only if A&B is non-negative definite. In particular, we
may consider the case

T( y; +)=t( y; +) t�( y; +), (1.7)

where t: Y_Y [ R p is a suitable vector function. When c is the identity
function, the choices (1.6) and (1.7) bring us back to (1.2). In particular,
the choice t( y; +)= y&+ gives the multivariate normal yoke in (1.7),
whereas for c not the identity this yoke gives the class of elliptically
contoured distributions (Fang, 1997).

2.1. Multivariate t Distribution

To exemplify the definition, we consider the multivariate t distribution
introduced by Cornish (1954). It is defined as the distribution of a random
p-dimensional vector

T=
- :
S

X,

where S is chi-squared with degrees of freedom :>0 and X is distributed
independently thereof as Np(0, 4&1), 4 being a symmetric positive-definite
p_p matrix. The density is equal to

fp(t; 4, :)=
1[(:+ p)�2]
(?:) p�2 1(:�2)

[det(4)]1�2 (1+:&1t�4t)&(:+ p)�2.

If we let $=:+ p, and transform to Y=++T�- :=++X�S, we obtain a
multivariate proper dispersion model of the form (1.4),
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f ( y; +, $, 4)=a( y; $, 4) exp _&
$
2

c[(4, T( y; +))]&
=

1($�2)[det(4)]1�2

(?) p�2 1[($& p)�2]

_exp \&
$
2

log[1+tr[4( y&+)( y&+)�]]+ ,

where we use the normal yoke

T( y; +)=( y&+)( y&+)�,

and

c(x)=log(1+x).

Being a scale mixture of the multivariate normal distribution, the construc-
tion of this distribution is to some extent analogous to the t-construction
discussed in Jo% rgensen (1997a), but we abstain from further details here.

3. A GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTION

A particularly appealing class of multivariate proper dispersion models is
obtained by a geometric argument, corresponding to the p*-construction in
Jo% rgensen (1997a). We consider a yoke of the type (1.6), and take c to be
the identity and $=1. Thus here and in the following, the statement T�0
means that T is non-negative definite and +{ y then implies that at least
one eigenvalue is positive. For the construction to work we also assume
that the yoke is locally quadratic in the sense that it is infinitely often
differentiable and that the matrix G4( y)=[g jk

4 ( y)] with entries

g jk
4 ( y)=

1
2

�2

�+j �+k
tr[4T( y; +)] }+= y

=
1
2

:
uv

*uvH jk
uv( y)

is positive definite if 4 is, where

H jk
uv( y)=

�2Tuv( y; +)
�+ j �+k }+= y

.
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That it is non-negative definite is a direct consequence of (1.5). Note that
the Laplace yoke (1.3) is not locally quadratic because it is not differentiable
at y=+.

When the symmetric tensor G4( y) is positive definite, it determines a
Riemannian metric on Y which is the observed information metric for +
when 4 is considered fixed (Amari et al., 1987). This in turn determines a
uniform measure &4 on Y. When Y=Rn, this measure is given as

&4(dy)=[det G4( y)]1�2 dy.

We say that the yoke is proper if all these measures are proportional for
different 4, in which case we let &=&I . For a singly connected manifold,
the yoke is proper if the determinant factorizes as

det G4( y)=h1(4) h2( y)

for some functions h1 and h2 . This is clearly equivalent to the logarithmic
derivative being independent of 4 for all y.

Since

�
�yj

log det G4( y)=tr[G4( y)&1 G j
4( y)],

where

G j
4( y)=

�
�yj

G4( y),

it can readily be checked, in any concrete case, whether a yoke is proper.
For example, differentiating once more with respect to 4 and exploiting

�
�*uv

G4( y)&1=&G4( y)&1 { �
�*uv

G4( y)= G4( y)&1

=&G4( y)&1 Huv( y) G4( y)&1,

we obtain that the necessary and sufficient condition for a yoke on a singly
connected manifold to be proper is that we for all j, u, v have

tr[G4( y)&1 G j
4( y) G4( y)&1 Huv( y)]=tr {G4( y)&1 �

�*uv
G j

4( y)= . (1.8)

A yoke is always proper when Y is one-dimensional. The multivariate
normal yoke is proper because G4( y)=4 is constant in y and therefore
both sides of (1.8) are zero.
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For a proper yoke with & the common uniform measure, following
Jo% rgensen (1997a) we next consider the normalizing constant

a(+, 4)&1=|
Y

exp[&1
2 tr[4T( y; +)]] &(dy).

If we now have

a(+, 4)#a(4), (1.9)

a multivariate proper dispersion model is given by the family of densities

f ( y; +, 4)=a(4) exp[&1
2 tr[4T( y; +)]] (1.10)

with respect to the measure &.
The reciprocal of the normalizer a(+, 4) is equal to the Laplace trans-

form of the measure & when transformed with T( y; +). Thus the condition
(1.9) expresses that T( y; +) is pivotal with respect to the geometric measure
&. This will be a valuable guide for the subsequent constructions. We are
looking for proper yokes that are pivots for their induced measures. As an
aside, let us note that the p*-formula of Barndorff-Nielsen (1983) for the
distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator given an ancillary
statistic is exact in proper dispersion models constructed as above when 4
is held fixed. This follows precisely as in Jo% rgensen (1997a), and we omit
the details.

4. FROM UNIVARIATE TO MULTIVARIATE

There is a standard construction that takes any univariate proper dispersion
model and gives a multivariate proper dispersion model as a result.
Consider a univariate model

f ( y; +, *)=a1(*) exp {&
*
2

d( y; +)= ,

where the unit deviance d( y; +) is a univariate proper yoke and the density
is with respect to its geometric measure & on R. The notation a1 is to dis-
tinguish the normalizer from those in higher dimensions introduced below.
Note that the geometric measure is &(dy)=V &1�2( y) dy, where

V( y)=
2

�2d( y; +)
�+2 }+= y
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is the unit variance function (Jo% rgensen, 1997b, p. 4). Since the normalizer
a1(*) does not depend on +, d(Y; +) is a pivot.

Next, let r( y; +)=\- d( y; +) denote the deviance residual, where \ =
sgn( y&+). Assume that also r(Y; +) is a pivot. Let

t( y; +)=[r( y1 ; +1), ..., r( yp ; +p)]�

denote the vector of deviance residuals for a p-vector of data. Then the
yoke

r(Y1 ; +1)

T(Y; +)=t(Y; +) t�(Y; +)={ b = [r(Y1 ; +1), ..., r(Yp ; +p)] (1.11)

r(Yp ; +p)

is also a pivot with respect to the product measure

&(dy1 , ..., dyp)=&(dy1)� } } } �&(dyp)

= `
p

j=1

[V &1�2( yj) dyj]. (1.12)

A multivariate version of the univariate model therefore appears as

f ( y; +, 4]=ap(4) exp[&1
2 tr[4T( y; +)]], (1.13)

where the density is taken with respect to the product measure &. We
denote this model DMp(+; 7), where 7=4&1.

The new model (1.13) is clearly a multivariate proper dispersion model
and in the case when 4 is diagonal, it has marginals distributed independ-
ently as in the univariate model. The normalizing constant may be
calculated as

a&1
p (4)= `

p

j=1

a&1
1 (*jj) E(exp[&1

2 tr[40T( y; +)]]),

where 40 has zeros on the diagonal and off-diagonal elements equal to 4,
and the expectation is with respect to the distribution with independent
marginals corresponding to the diagonal of 4. This expectation may be
calculated by means of Monte Carlo methods such as those described and
exploited, for example, in Geyer and Thompson (1992).

To investigate whether the family so constructed is of the type described
in the previous section, we must determine whether the product measure
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(1.12) is proportional to the geometric measure induced by the second
derivative of the yoke. We first differentiate to find the quantity H jk

uv( y)
and get

�2Tuv( y; +)
�+j �+k

=r jk
u rv+r j

urk
v +rk

ur j
v+ru r jk

v ,

where the superscript j denotes differentiation with respect to +j and so on.
Since r( y; y)=0 and the terms r j

u vanish unless j=u we obtain

H jk
uv( y)=($ j

u $k
v +$k

u$ j
v) V &1�2( yj) V &1�2( yk),

where $ j
u is the indicator function of the set [ j=u]. The metric is hence

given by the matrix

g jk
4 ( y)= 1

2 tr(4H jk
uv( y))

= 1
2V &1�2( yj) V &1�2( yk)(* jk+*kj)

=V &1�2( y j) *jkV &1�2( yk). (1.14)

The determinant of this matrix is easily calculated, and we obtain the
geometric measure

[det g4( y)]1�2 dy=[det(4)]1�2 {`
p

j=1

V &1�2( yj) dyj= . (1.15)

This measure is proportional to the measure &, with proportionality factor
equal to [det(4)]1�2. The model is hence of the form considered in
Section 3. The p*-formula gives the following asymptotic value for ap :

ap(4)t(2?)&p�2 [det(4)]1�2. (1.16)

This holds for det(4) large, the small-dispersion limit, where Y becomes
close to +.

An interesting feature of this standard construction is that it is possible
to use it to construct graphical models, extending the notion of covariance
selection models (Dempster, 1972) to more general graphical association
models; cf. Whittaker (1990) and Lauritzen (1996). This is a consequence
of the general form of the density. If *jk=0, the density factorizes into a
product of a function that does not depend on yj , and one that does not
depend on yk . Hence Yj and Yk are conditionally independent given the
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remaining variables. Also we want to be able to deal with conditional inde-
pendence restrictions in non-normal cases, We abstain from pursuing this
aspect further here.

The above construction generally does not lead to conditional and
marginal distributions of the exact same form as the distribution itself, but
this is approximately so in the small-dispersion limit.

We note that the construction is tied to a particular coordinate system
because of the form of the product measure (1.12), although this may often
be natural in practice. It is, in fact, possible to construct multivariate dis-
tributions of mixed types, starting from different distributions for each
coordinate, which will be useful for setting up multivariate regression
models for response vectors of mixed types.

As an example of a multivariate proper dispersion model which is
constructed as above, we consider the gamma distribution with density

f ( y; +, *)=a1(*) y&1 exp {&
*
2

d( y; +)= , y>0, (1.17)

where the unit deviance d is

d( y; +)=2 \ y
+

&log
y
+

&1+ ,

the unit variance function is V(+)=+2, and

a1(*)=
**e&*

1(*)
.

The deviance residual is

r( y; +)=\- d( y; +),

where the sign is \=sgn( y�+&1). Clearly r(Y; +) is a pivot. Hence the
standard construction can be applied. The corresponding multivariate
gamma distribution takes the form

f ( y; +, 4]=ap(4) `
p

j=1

y&1
j exp[&1

2 tr[4t( y; +) t�( y; +)]],

corresponding to the yoke obtained from r via (1.11), where the density is
relative to the usual Lebesgue measure on R p

+ . This multivariate gamma
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distribution seems to be new. In particular, its margins are not gamma,
except when 4 is diagonal, in contrast to most other multivariate gamma
distributions proposed in the literature; cf. Krishnaiah (1985). For p=2,
the reciprocal of the normalizing constant can be expressed as

a&1
2 (4)=a&1

1 (*11) a&1
1 (*22) E[exp[&*12r(Y1 ; 1) r(Y2 ; 1)]],

where Y1 and Y2 are independent and Yj tGa(1, *&1
jj ) for j=1, 2.

Consider the inverse Gaussian distribution with density

f ( y; *, +)=\ *
2?+

1�2

y&3�2 exp {&*
( y&+)2

2y+2 = , y>0.

This is a univariate proper dispersion model with unit deviance

d( y; +)=
( y&+)2

y+2 .

The yoke d(Y; +) is pivotal and the unit variance function is V( y)= y3, so
this univariate dispersion model is of the geometric type. We would like to
use the signed square root

r( y; +)=
y&+
y1�2+

for the multivariate construction, but r(Y; +) is not a pivot. Hence the
standard construction does not always work, and unfortunately it is not
clear how to proceed in such cases.

5. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES

We consider maximum likelihood estimation based on a random sample
Y1 , ..., Yn from the multivariate dispersion model DMp(+; 7), the latter
assumed to be generated from the univariate model DM(+, _2). Let +̂
denote the maximum likelihood estimate based on the independence model
(7 diagonal), defined by the score equations

:
n

i=1

d $(Yij ; +̂ j)=0 for j=1, ..., p, (1.18)

where d $( y; +) denotes the derivative of d with respect to +. For exponen-
tial dispersion models such as the gamma distribution the estimator is
+̂=Y� , the sample mean vector.
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For arbitrary 7 the score function for + j based on the full sample is

�l
�+j

=&
1
2 { :

p

k=1

* jk :
n

i=1

d $(Yij ; + j)
r(Y ij ; + j)

r(Y ik ; +k)=
=&

1
2 {*jj :

n

i=1

d $(Yij ; + j)+ :
k{ j

*jk :
n

i=1

d $(Yij ; +j)
r(Yij ; +j)

r(Y ik ; +k)= .

(1.19)

On plugging +̂ from (1.18) into (1.19), the first term becomes zero, and in
the small-dispersion limit, the second term is also zero. This follows from
the small-dispersion approximation (Jo% rgensen, 1997b, p. 25)

d $(Y; +)rr(Y; +) V &1�2(+).

Hence, +̂ is the small-dispersion approximation to the maximum likelihood
estimator for +. Inserting the estimator +̂ into the likelihood and maximizing
with respect to 7, the saddlepoint approximation (1.16) gives a maximiza-
tion problem similar to that for the multivariate normal, and we obtain the
small-dispersion approximation

7� r
1
n

:
n

i=1

t(Yi ; +̂) t�(Yi +̂).

The above results have been developed by Rajeswaran (1998), who also
showed that a generalization of Hotelling's T 2 test is given by

T 2=nt� �7� &1t� ,

where

t� =
1
n

:
n

i=1

t(Yi ; +).

Rajeswaran (1998) also showed that the distribution of T 2 is
approximately F, both for large samples and in the small-dispersion limit,

T 2
r

p(n&1)
n& p

Fp, n& p ,

showing an approximate version of the classical result for the multivariate
normal.

These results indicate that asymptotic theory for multivariate dispersion
models have many analogies with exact results from classical multivariate
analysis. Note by comparison that certain results from the multivariate
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normal distribution hold exactly for elliptically contoured distributions
(Anderson and Fang, 1987).

6. FURTHER EXAMPLES

6.1. Multivariate Hyperbola and Simplex Distributions

The univariate hyperbola distribution is a proper dispersion model given
by the density

f ( y; +, *)=
e&*

2K0(*)
y&1 exp {&

*
2

( y&+)2

y+ = , (1.20)

for y, +>0, where K0 is a Bessel function; see Jo% rgensen (1997b, p. 192).
The corresponding deviance residual is

r( y; +)=
y&+

- y+

and clearly r(Y; +) is a pivot since + is a scale parameter. The standard
construction now gives the multivariate hyperbola distribution

f ( y; +, 4]=ap(4) `
p

j=1

y&1
j exp[&1

2 tr[4t( y; +) t�( y; +)]], (1.21)

with respect to Lebesgue measure on R p
+ , where t( y; +) is the vector of

deviance residuals.
Following Jo% rgensen (1997b, p. 200), we find that the transformation

z= y�(1+ y), along with the reparametrization +0=+(1++), transforms
the hyperbola distribution (1.20) into the simplex distribution on the unit
interval (0, 1) given by

f (z; +0 , *)=
e&*

2K0(*)
z&1(1&z)&1 exp {&

*
2

d(z; +0)= ,

with unit deviance

d( y; +0)=
(z&+0)2

z(1&z) +0(1&+0)
.
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By applying the same transformation coordinatewise to (1.21), we obtain
the following multivariate simplex distribution on (0, 1) p:

f (z; +0 , 4]=ap(4) `
p

j=1

[z&1
j (1&zj)

&1] exp[&1
2 tr[4t(z; +0) t�(z; +0)]];

here t(z; +0) is the vector of deviance residuals with components

zj&+ j0

- zj (1&zj) +j0(1&+j0)
.

6.2. Multivariate von Mises Distribution

Consider the univariate von Mises distribution of the form

f ( y; +, *)=a1(*) e&*[1&cos( y&+)], y, + # [0, 2).

We define the deviance residual by

r( y; +)=\- 2[1&cos( y&+)],

where the sign is \ =sgn sin( y&+). Since r(Y; +) is a pivot, the standard
construction leads to a multivariate von Mises distribution of the form

f ( y; +, 4]=ap(4) exp[&1
2 tr[4t( y; +) t�( y; +)]],

on [0, 2?) p, where t( y; +) is the vector of deviance residuals.

7. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Many questions remain to be solved in order to construct a full-fledged
theory of multivariate analysis based on dispersion models. An interesting
perspective is to extend some of the many classical normal models for time
series, longitudinal data, variance components, and other forms of
correlated data to non-normal data by imposing the same kind of struc-
tures on the dispersion matrix 7 as on the variance�covariance matrix in
the normal case. It would be interesting to compare such an approach with
the many other types of modelling of correlated non-normal data currently
in use, in particular for the extension of graphical models to multivariate
proper dispersion models mentioned in Section 4.
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